Ford five hundred dash lights

Ford Five Hundred owners have reported 14 problems related to dashboard failed under the
electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Five Hundred based on all problems
reported for the Five Hundred. I have researched online and a lot of people with my same car
are having the same problem. While driving my whole dash board goes out. I can no longer see
how fast I'm going. Everything goes to 0 the gas goes to e and my reverse lights stay on until
the dash board comes back up. If and when it comes back on my check engine light will be on.
This has been happening every since I purchased the car 3years ago on and off. See all
problems of the Ford Five Hundred. The contact owns a Ford Five Hundred. The contact stated
that the gauges failed to function and often fluctuated. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
where it was found that the instrument cluster needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not
repaired. The manufacturer was contacted about the failure. The failure mileage was
approximately 90, Updated Two problems: 1. Car surges sporadically I. When pulling into
parking space with foot on brake, car surges as if pressing the accelerator. While driving all
lights on dash go out, speedometer and tachometer go to zero. I had the throttle body replaced
once several months later, Ford reimbursed me for the cost under customer satisfaction
program 12n This solved the problem for several months. The problem is now re-occurring.
Ford has indicated that they will not repair the car again. This seems to be a safety issue. Dash
cluster malfunction for all gauges. At the time of malfunction, reverse lamps turn on. If
malfunction occurs at night, dash illumination also shuts down. Gauges zero out, top out then
flutter at zero. Have noticed airbag lamp on occasionally. While driving, the instrument cluster
bottoms out on the speedometer, tach, and all other warnings - backup lights come on and the
instrument panel lights go out. Sometimes it will come back on by pretty quickly, other times it
will be that way for a week or more. This is very dangerous and from research I've done is
happening to many people. Why has there not been a recall to fix the problem? Also after
having the transmission fluid changed at the recommended mileage the transmission then
started slipping and had to eventually be replaced. Similar issue as in pe Instrument cluster fails
for extended periods. In this time I have no instrumentation available, speed, rpm, fuel, etc.
Multiple warning lights illuminate, including airbag. All interior lighting dims significantly.
Reverse lights illuminate even while in park, or driving forward. This is the second time the dash
cluster has failed in my Ford Five Hundred. It was replaced the first time. I took it to the dealer
and they pulled the identical codes as the first time they replaced the cluster, but would not
replace it this time because none of the indicator lamps where on at the time they looked at it.
Now the wrench, traction control, check engine are lit, and the display reads check engine,
check transmission, and transmission data error. These are the same as the last time when it
was replaced. The car will not accelerate properly, and this time after parking the car it would
not restart. I came back in about 20min. And the car started. I took it to the dealer, now out of
the part warranty and now they immediately want to replace the cluster. Seems Ford just wanted
me to pay for the repair, again. I was driving my Ford , going about 58 mph on the highway
when everything on the dash went out -- speedometer went to zero; gas to empty, etc. I was
frightened that I would not have control of the car. Now, by researching on the internet, I find
this is fairly common. This seems to be a defect the companies are aware of, it presents a safety
risk, and it should be recalled. While driving my Ford Five Hundred the cluster of instruments
on the dashboard fail and return to their off position. Dashboard goes blank, reverse lights
come on and air conditioning turns off. This last approximatley 15 seconds and then everything
returns to normal. Extremely dangerous driving at night with this failure and no turn signals.
Obviously Ford is aware of this problem and could care less until someone gets killed. Will
never purchase Ford again. Dash gauges, lights, inoperable. Stuck in various positions. Turn
signals are inoperable and reverse lights are on in the drive position. Reverse warning
indicators beep when in traffic at stop lights or when other vehicles get close to rear of vehicle.
Air bag inoperable warning light is on all the time. Internet research indicates turn signals and
reverse lights do not operate when cluster fails. Possible air bag failure coupled with inoperable
turn signals and increased risk of accident as well as reverse lights on in drive are major safety
concerns. At first our Ford Five Hundred had issues with instrument cluster failures blacking
out and needles zeroing etc. But now rear back up lights come on going down the highway
because of this electrical problem. I believe this has to be considered a safety issue and should
warrant a recall. Thank you. Instrument cluster failure. All gauges drop to zero. Multiple dash
warning lights come on them go back off leaving the check engine light on. Turn signal lights
will not operate. Problem is intermittent. The reverse lights come on when the car is not in
reverse. We are having a problem with the instrument cluster of our Ford Five Hundred. All the
lights on the dashboard go out. All the gauges drop down to zero. Sometimes this lasts for a
second. Sometimes it will go out for hours. This is dangerous because you do not have a

speedometer reading. Multiple dash warning lights come on, dashboard lights go black, turn
signal lights will not operate. Off and on since. Dealer can not find problem. Car Problems.
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problems. Have you ever been driving along, enjoying the sun and some good tunes, when all
of a sudden you hear beep and see a light flash on your dashboard? Many drivers naturally
panic, a million questions racing through their minds:. Not all warning lights indicate a massive,
immediate problem with your car. Each Ford instrument cluster is loaded with warning lights
and notifications, and not all are bad. Knowing what your dashboard is trying to tell you may
prevent that panic attack the next time a warning light flips on. Advance alerts about a potential
problem or breakdown can help you avoid catastrophic vehicle failure, or even just running out
of gas. Most warning lights do not mean a car is nearing imminent failure. Rather, they notify
drivers of a potential issue that needs to be reviewed. Minor failures like a loose gas cap can
cause warning lights to pop on, startling many drivers. Fortunately, all dashboard symbols are
color coded, allowing you to determine your next course of action easily. Only a flashing red
light means pull over immediately. There are three dashboard light colors on most dashboards:
yellow, red, and orange and, occasionally, blue or green. The most severe alerts are displayed
in red or orange. Generally, if you see an orange or red warning light, pull over as soon as
safely possible and drive cautiously to determine what is happening. Yellow lights typically
indicate a less-serious problem. Schedule a service appointment for your vehicle as soon as
possible. Finally, green or blue occasionally even white lights indicate a particular feature or
system, like high beams, has been activated and is working properly. Each dashboard symbol
corresponds to one aspect of the car. These symbols can be grouped together by color, system,
importance, etc. Engine Light: One of the most sensitive lights on a Ford, the check engine light
has two warning levels. For less serious issues assuming the vehicle is operating normally , the
light will stay on but remain steady. If the light blinks, however, there is a major issue. Do not
drive the vehicle. Have it towed to the nearest repair facility. The check engine light can fire for a
variety of reasons, from improperly closing the gas cap to a catalytic converter failure. Stay
vigilant about your check engine light. If it comes on, do not wait. Handle the issue immediately.
Unless the separate BRAKE warning system comes on, continue driving, but make an
appointment today to get this fixed. Brake Lights: When illuminated with the engine on, the
parking light is engaged. Either your fluid is low, or there is a malfunction occurring in your
brake system. Make an appointment with your local dealer as soon as possible. Switch the
vehicle off as soon as possible and let the engine cool down. More than likely, you have run out
of coolant, or there is a serious issue with the temperature gauge. Check your coolant levels.
Engine Oil Pressure: This is one of the more critical warning lights. It means yo
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u need to stop immediately and switch the engine off. You either are low on oil and driving will
jeopardize the life of your car , or there is a serious malfunction within the system. Do not drive
your vehicle until this situation is resolved. Low Fuel: This is one of the most common and least
threatening warning lights. Low Tire Pressure : This light indicates that your tire pressure is
low. If it remains lit while your vehicle is running, check your tire pressure as soon as possible.
If it begins to flash or does not illuminate when turning on your vehicle, have your system
checked by a professional as soon as possible. Use the table below to see a full list of
dashboard symbols and their meanings. Contact us at Mainland Ford to talk to an expert. Our
talented and certified staff of Ford Technicians will ensure thatâ€”regardless of how many lights
are on when your vehicle arrives at our shopâ€”all lights will be off when you pick up your car.
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